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PERIODIZED WAVELETS

GEORGE SCHLOSSNAGLE, JUAN MARIO RESTREPO, GARY K. LEAF

ABSTRACT. The properties of periodized Daubechies wavelets on [0, 1] are detailed and con-
trasted against their counterparts which form a basis for L(R). Numerical examples illustrate
the analytical estimates for convergence and demonstrate by comparison with Fourier spectral

methods the superiority of wavelet projection methods for approximations. The analytical

solution to inner products of periodized wavelets and their derivatives, which are known as
connection coefficients, is presented, and several tabulated values are included.

[1]. Introduction.
Wavelets are finding a well-deserved niche in such areas of applied mathematics and

engineering as approximation theory, signal analysis, and projection techniques for the
solution of differential equations. While the concept of wavelets is not conceptually new

[1] [2] [3], the past fifteen years have produced much of the theoretical underpinnings for

the concept, as well as the generation of new wavelet families and the exploration of their

potential in various areas of applied science [1] [2] [3] [4] [5].
Wavelets have several advantages: (1) they have compact support or exponentially

decaying support; (2) their continuity properties may easily be increased, albeit at the
expense of a larger domain of support; (3) for a given spline order, a complete basis

may easily be generated by simple recurrence relations; (4) in the context of projection

techniques, their convergence properties are as good as or better than Fourier methods,

and they permit the analysis of extremely local functional behavior without the need for
windowing and with little or no bias from global behavior; and (5) the manner in which
the space is broken down into a family of multiply-enclosed subspaces enables spatial or

temporal function multiresolution analysis.
To date, research has focused on compactly supported wavelets [2]; basic wavelets [3];

and smooth, exponentially decaying wavelets [6]. All of these wavelet families form a basis

for L2 (R). Work is currently under way on the generation of wavelets that are capable

of spanning other classes of function space and/or domain. For example, Meyer [3] has

shown how compactly supported wavelets can be made to form a basis for L2([0,1]). He

generates the periodized family by wrapping the L2 (R) basis on a torus.

This report shows in detail how such a wrapping procedure is accomplished using

Daubechies wavelets. The properties of the resulting wavelets on L2 ([O, 1]) are then con-

trasted with more standard Daubechies wavelets, which are now extremely popular in the

signal processing community. This study also compares the convergence characteristics of
periodized wavelet interpolation of functions with the characteristics of the Fourier spectral

method.
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The final section of this report is devoted to a derivation and numerical calculation of

connection coefficients involving periodized Daubechies wavelets. Connection coefficients

are matrix structures that result from the evaluation of inner products of the form

( d o ) ( d j ) . . ( d . ) d

j,ko (j,k1 "' j,k.nI

where di is the number of differentiation with respect to x of the scaling function y =

p(x). Inner products arise naturally in the context of the Galerkin solution of differential

equations. The name for these inner products was coined by Latto et al. [7], who developed

a computational method that avoids the pitfalls of quadrature techniques. We use the

technique of Latto et al. to calculate connection coefficients for the periodized Daubechies

wavelets. A sample table of these coefficients appears in the appendix. Also included in the

appendix is information on how to obtain these and other tabulated values of connection

coefficients from the Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne National

Laboratory.

1.1 Wavelets and Multiresolution Analysis.
The value of wavelets hinges on their ability to perform multiresolution analysis. A

multiresolution analysis is a nested sequence

Vo C Vc ... C L2 (R)

satisfying the following properties:

(1) Iez v= o.
(2) closL (UEZ V,) = L2 (R).
(3) f(x) E Vj # f(2x)E Vj+ I
(4) There is a function V E Vo such that {po,k(x) = p(x - k)}kEz forms a Riesz basis

for Vo.

The term V is called the mother scaling function since, from (3), there exists {hk} E 12

such that
s(x) =V2hZhk(p(2x - k).

kEZ

This relation, called the scaling relation, will also hold for p(2x) and, by induction, for
p(2'x). In accordance with the notation in (4), we denote the translates and dilations of

p by

(p,k(X) = 22'x - k).

The set {p,k-}kEZ forms a Riesz basis for V. We define W, to be the orthogonal comple-

ment of V with respect to V+ 1. Just as V1 is spanned by dilations and translations of
the mother scaling function, so are the W,'s spanned by translations and dilations of the
mother wavelet . The mother wavelet is defined by

V)(x) =V[(-1)"~h-k+1+2WP1,k(X),
k
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with M a particular integer. Daubechies [2] constructed compactly supported wavelets and

scaling functions using a finite set of nonzero {hk}~'4 scaling parameters with N = 2M

and Z_-i1 hk = V2. With these scaling parameters, the recursion formulas generate the

desired orthogonal wavelets and scaling functions with supp(p) = [0, N - 1]. Henceforth,

these will be the wavelets we shall use, which we refer to as DN or Daubechies wavelets

of order N. Values for W are calculated using the scaling relation as indicated in the

following procedure. First, the values it takes are determined at integer points. Then

at the dyadic rationals at level 1 (the dyadic rationals at level j areDj = { -}kEZ).

Using that information, we calculate the values at D2 and so on, until p is defined at

the dyadic rationals at all levels. Since the dyadics are dense in the reals, we simply

extend o continuously to R. This procedure creates a function that is continuous but not

differentiable for N = 4, differentiable but not twice differentiable for N = 6, and with
increasing regularity for increasing N [2]. The nature of the scaling relation guarantees

that p will be discontinuous in some derivative [8]. This procedure is easily accomplished

computationally.

Another pleasing feature of these wavelets is their compact support. Whereas Fourier

methods return global results, with compactly supported wavelets one can easily analyze

short-lived events or pulses. Wavelet projection methods avoid distortion that might result

from a local analysis with a windowed Fourier transform. As we shall see in the next section,

compact support also makes the periodization of these wavelets an elegant process.

1.2 Other Properties of Wavelets.

In addition to items (1)-(4) mentioned above, wavelets have a number of other interesting

properties. These will be given without proof. For further details, see Daubechies [2] or
Chui [1].

(5) {(Pj,k}j>O,kEZ is an orthonormal basis for L2 (R).
(6) V+i = Vj ED W
(7) L2 (R)= ClOSL2(VO jO W).

(8) {po, ,, 3 ,kjo,kEz is an orthonormal basis for L2 (R).

(9) {pjk,,k; 0 5 j 5J < l,k E Z} is an orthonormal basis for L2 (R).
(10) f**,. p(x)dx=1.

(11) EkEZ 00,K =1.

(12) '>0 (x)x kdx = 0 : k = 0,...,.AM - 1.

(13) {xk}j-1 E Vo.

Item (6) is really the heart of multiresolution analysis and provides wavelet-based analysis
with a distinctly different resolving quality in contrast to spectral methods: to go to a
higher resolution of spatial scale, one simply adds on the next wavelet level (the next
W1") as implied by item (6). At some given level (say, with a representation in Vj), the
multiresolution property guarantees all spatial scale information at all coarser levels. In
contrast, with Fourier methods, information about one frequency gives no information
about other frequencies.
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[2]. Periodized Wavelets.
The wavelets developed above are defined on R. For many applications, however,

wavelets defined on a periodic domain are needed. In erestingly, the wavelets defined

above can be periodized with a Poisson summation technique to give periodic wavelets [2]

that possess many of the same properties of their nonperiodic kin. Moreover, for large

enough j, the periodization of Pj,k and tIj,k is identical to their nonperiodic forms ex-

cept for wrapping around the edges of the domain; and for large enough j, this too can

be reduced to the nonperiodic case for most calculations. As would be expected, many

of the above-mentioned properties are preserved in the periodic case as a result of the

construction by the "scaling" property of the nonperiodic functions and their compact

support.

The wavelets are periodized as follows:

Vj,k() p,k(x - 1) and j,k(X) = J:(Pj,k(X - 1)-
lEZ IEZ

By construction 3 and i are periodic and are well defined on [0,1] since p and b have

compact support. Note that pj,k = 'Pj,k, if k =_k'mod(23). Thus we shall restrict our

attention to 0 < k < 2'. The same holds for the 4's. In what follows, the properties of

the periodic wavelets will be investigated in detail.
Periodized wavelet bases are not generated in quite the same way as the nonperiodic

versions. In the nonperiodic case, bases are generated by repeated translation and dilation

of the mother functions; but this approach is not possible in the periodic case, since

periodization does not commute with dilation. Therefore, the wavelet must be first dilated,

then periodized. Although proof can be shown for the general case, we shall instead show
that the elements in V, for j < 0 are all constant functions. If dilation commuted with

periodization, this would not be true.

Proposition. For j 5 0, Pk = 2 2

Proof. Since

Vjk= 22 p(2x - k),
then

SZlk 22p(23(x - 1) -k)
IEZ

2-j -1b

-2 : Z Zp(2'x -(1+--)- k).
b=O IEZ

Letting y = 2'x and summing over 1, we obtain

2-j -I

=21 xi: 1 = 2 2

b=O

The most important property to be carried over to the periodized case is, of course,
that the new functions form an orthonormal basis for L2 [0,1].
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Proposition. {Pj,k : j > 0, 0 < k < 2) forms an orthonormal basis for L 2[0, 1].

Definition:. (f, g) = f f(x)g(x)dx, the standard L2 inner product.

Proof. We begin by showing that (0I,k, Vj', k') = 0:

(0 j, k, 0j',k')= 2 L# j10 E p(2'(x - 1) - k)p(2"'(x - I') - k')dx.
l,l'EZ

Let y = x - l', so that

(Wj,k,',k')= 2Lk j > p(2'(x - 1) - k)p(2"'(x - 1') - k')dx
IX~lEZ

= 2 J /(23y + 2(l - I') - k)(2"Iy - k')dx
~ IXlEZ

= 2 2V 1-J p(2'y + 2'r - k)p(2"'y - k')dx
rEZ ~C44

= j((Pj,k+2i rPj',k') = 5jj'6 kk',

rEZ

with I - 1' = r. Thus ,3 ,k and gO,,k, are orthonormal. Next we show that they form a

basis for L2 [0,1].
Choose an arbitraryf E L2[0,1]. Now consider

f(x) = f(x)x E [0, 1) = OX [0,1].

E L 2 (R) and {pj,k} form an orthonormal basis for L2 (R), so we have f= O<j (f, j,k)
kEZ

which, when periodized, becomes

f(x) = Zf(x -1)k= (j,k), = k(f,,k.
IEZ IEZO~j O<j

kEZ kEZ

This final result is actually a finite sum since, for k > 2 and k 5 1 - N, supp(Oj,k) n
supp(f) = 0. Thus f has a representation in the periodized wavelets.

The proof that {#j,k, kj,,k : j' > j 0,0 < k < 2') also form an orthonormal basis is

nearly identical. Since V(x) = I hkp(2x - k), we can periodize both sides to get

(x) = p(x - 1) = hk(2(x - 1) - k) = j hap(2(x - 1) - k)
lEZ I k k I

= Z hkv ,k(x).
k
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Thus we have an orthonormal basis that still has a scaling relation. This means that in

comparison with the nonperiodic case, we have a chain of spaces VO C V 1 C ... C L2 [0,1]

with the following properties:

(13) Uj>0 vi= L2 [O,1] wth V = span{#j,k _.

(14) Ajez Vj = {constant functions}.

(15) f (X) E V #f (2x) E Vj+ 1.

(16) By defining W, = span {'V,k }2U-1 we see that WT is the orthogonal complement of

V in V,+ 1. So then clos(V0 -oE* W) = L 2 [O,1]

Clearly there are some differences between the properties of the periodic case and the

nonperiodic case. While they are both multiresolution spaces, the basis functions in the

nonperiodic case are all formed by translations and dilations of the mother scaling function
(p, while in the periodic case it is often impossible to derive Wj+1 from V3, (for example,

consider W, and V3 o, the latter is a constant function and thus unable to represent the

former). It turns out, however, that there is no relation between j+i and 3, only for
very small j. For j suitably large, the periodic case actually looks exactly the same as the

nonperiodic case. This result is formalized as follows.

Proposition. For j log2(N - 1), ;j,o = Pj,o, where 3 is extended to R by setting it to
0 away from the unit interval.

Proof. supp(pV,o) = [0,2-j(N - 1)], so for j log2(N - 1), supp(p3,o) = [0,/0],3 1.
Thus ws,o(x) = Z1Ez Pj,o(x - 1) = Wj,o-

Thus, for large enough j, the periodization will affect the functions only by "wrapping
them around" the edges of the domain. This is also a strong argument for using the scaling
functions as trial-and-test functions when using periodized wavelets. By choosing j well,

calculations can be performed as in the nonperiodic case; if desired, a multiresolution can

then be performed easily. Calculations will not be so simple if Vo @ Uj is used as a

test space, since for low k the basis for Wk is not equivalent to the basis for W4.

[3]. Approximation Results and Methods.
A function f E L 2[0, 1] may be projected into the wavelet basis and expressed as f =

Ek ajPj,k, where ak, = (f, j,k). Since the calculation of aj, is usually hard to evaluate
analytically, numerical methods must be employed. In [9], a method was developed by
using Taylor series expansions to approximate f. The method requires use of the moment

equations to make 0(h") approximations for f E C". Unfortunately, in applications such
as signal processing or any area where only a finite number of samples of f are provided,

this method fails or requires intnrpolation. As an alternative, a function f given as samples

on D fn [0,1] may be approximated by a function f E V.

Define the samples of f as f E R, with the k-th component of f = f(k'). Construct

p from j,k as shown previously. This yields, for j > log2 (N - 2), a linearly independent

spanning set for R2 '. Further, since supp(@j,o) = [0, 2-i(N- 1), jk takes only N -2 values
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on Dj and 'Pjk is just the k-th forward cyclic permutation of the elements of 3jO. The

problem is thus reduced to finding the unique representation of f in terms of {PkI }o<k<23,

which is simply the solution of
Av = f,

where A is the very sparse transformation matrix from the standard basis to the basis.

Define f(x) = Ek v(k)v$,k(x). By construction, fh11; = f.
In summary, this method involves solving the inverse problem with a sparse matrix, and

results in a function j with II = f. In essence, f will be equal to f at all the sampled
values.

We next show the manner in which the periodized wavelets may be used in the context

of functional approximation. Since the wavelets form an orthonormal basis, the orthogonal
projection operators onto V, and W, are defined respectively as

2 -1 2 -1

P (f) (f, fj~k) , Qj(f) (fI jk).

k=O k=O

As we have already seen, periodized wavelets provide a basis for L2 [O, 1] so we have I1f -
Pf 112 -+ 0, as j -+ oo. This is a property of any orthonormal basis of L2 , but this
particular periodized basis has some additional properties.

Theorem. If f is a continuous function on the torus, then 11f - PfI|o -+ 0 as j -+.

Proof. We begin the proof by showing that our projection operator is bounded. P, is an

integral operator of the form P f(x) = fE - j,k(y)j, k(x)f(y)dy. Thus,

2J -1

< P ioPoxE[0,1]J Y EP j,k(y) j,k(x)N -
J k=

2 -1

<9UpzE[O,1]I E (x)J-|I|IIII2['[2-i(N -1)]
k=O

2i -1

9suPx E[o,1)22 E (2ix - k)12 11 ^11o22 [2-j(N- 1)]
k=0

2i -1

suPxE[o,1]I xi: (2x - k)IIIVIIo(N - 1).
k=O

Now, -(2ix - k)l < (N - 1)II IoI since for j ;> log2 (N - 1) there are at most
(N - 1) k's such that for a given x, {x} fn supp( j,3 k) # 0. Hence, we have

Ilp 00
w 00
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If we take f E UJEN V,, then 3J such that Vj > J, Qjf = 0. Thus, Pjf = f for j > J.

UJEN V is dense in L2 [0, 1] which is dense in C(T), continuous functions of period 1 on

the unit interval, Finally, by the boundedness of Pj, the theorem follows.

Theorem. (Daubechies) If f E L' [0,1], then If - Pjf11 -+ 0 as j -+ oo [2].

Proof. Since L'[0, 1] C (C[0, 1])*, we have

IIPif 1 = sup{I(Pf, g)1; g continuous, II|IK 1}

= sup{(f, Pj g)1; g continuous, IIIgK1 5 11

IIP|,1oK is bounded by the previous theorem. Since UjEN V is dense in L2 [0, 1], which is

also dense in L'[0,1], the uniform bound on Pj is sufficient to prove our result.

These two results are strong, in contrast to the convergence properties of Fourier func-

tional approximations. In fact it has been shown that the continuous functions whose

Fourier series do not uniformly converge are dense in C(T) [10]. In this sense, wavelets

provide a much more general basis than Fourier bases and hence have potentially broader

applications.

These results suggest that wavelets should do a better job at pointwise approximation,

especially for continuous functions. In Figures 1-4, we illustrate how wavelet and Fourier

functional approximations compare with each other. The figures are graphs of the pulse

function P(x) = e-1750(x-4) and the step function S(x) = E against a 16-term (V4)

D6 discrete wavelet approximation and against a 16-term discrete Fourier interpolation.

These figures clearly show that for the C* pulse function, the wavelets provide a much

closer pointwise approximation. In fact, the only significant overshoot by the wavelets is at

the base of the pulse. In contrast, the Fourier approximation shows a considerable amount

of aliasing spread over the entire domain. Overshoot on the step function is confined to a

neighborhood of the discontinuity. It is possible to resolve this inaccuracy with the wavelet

techniques while maintaining a low number of approximating terms by continuing to take

coarse approximations away from the discontinuity and projecting on a finer scale in a

neighborhood of the discontinuity. From these graphs we conclude that the finite-term

wavelet functional interpolation is superior to its Fourier counterpart in approximating

functions that contain a great deal of local information; moreover, it is better able to

capture function discontinuities.
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To measure the error to which a truncated projection will approximate a desired func-

tion, we shall estimate its convergence. A natural choice of norms with which to measure
convergence is the Sobolev norms. The sth Sobolev norm of a function f is defined as

I|fIIH. = (J(1 + x2)f2(x)dx),

where H' consists of those functions whose sth Sobolev norm exists and is finite. In [2]
Daubechies states that the norm for H' is equivalent to

IfIIH[0,1 =( x:(1+22js(f?4,k )2)J.

j>0
0<k<2'

Using this result, we easily find a bound for if - Pf 112 . For f E H'[Oi1],

|If - Pf|112 = 1 1 E (fj,k)112
j p0<k<2'

2is

= [Z(f,'jk ) 2 ]1 = 22 (f )2]
j,k j,k

SZ 2 p8k(f,0jk)21
k

- 9P8[Z 2je (f, jk)2 ] 1 2 l< lao~J

The same technique may be used to find error bounds in the H' norm for I <p:

||f - PfI1H[0,1] = ( j (1 +22 I 2)J
jip

O<k<2

= (Z(1 + 22l)(1 + 22(1))))
j,k (1+22(8-))(f1 il)

< (1 + 2 2P( -)- 4 (Z(1 + 22, k2)

ilk

These bounds are similar to those on Fourier series [11]. As illustrated in Figures 5 through
8, numerical results confirm the similarity of convergence rates for wavelets and Fourier
methods. In these figures the dashed curve represents the wavelet case. Figures 5 and 6
show the L2 difference of P(x) and S(x) at dyadic points with their wavelet and Fourier
approximations, as a function of the number of interpolants. The curves show that the
convergence rates are of the same order. Figure 5 also shows that for a lesser number of
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terms the two methods are comparable in capturing the features of a smooth pulse in the
L2 , but as the number of terms is increased the Fourier method supercedes the wavelet
method. Figure 6 shows that the Fourier method is marginally better than the wavelet

method for the step function. The change in the slope of Figure 5 is due to the spectral
shape of P(x): it is exponentially decaying while the step function has a spectrum that
decays monotonically. -0

-. 0

-30.0

10 20 4.0 .0 t0 7.0

Figure 5. L2 approximation error for P(x). The dashed curve corresponds to the wavelet case.

40

0.0 30 40 1 10 7.0

Figure 6. L2 approximation error for S(x). Dashed curve is the wavelet case.

Figures 7 and 8 show the L, approximation error. Figure 7 compares the error for the
smooth pulse function P(x) which shows marginally better characteristics for the wavelet
case for a small number of interpolants, but for a larger number of modes, the Fourier
method is clearly superior. As could have been expected, for the less smooth step function
S(x) the situation is the reverse. For a larger number of wavelet interpolants the L, error
is smaller than the Fourier counterpart, as is evident in Figure 8. The results of this
illustration squares well with the theoretical estimates provided elsewhere in this study.
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Figure 7. L' approximation error for P(x). Dashed curve corresponds to the wavelet case.
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Figure 8. L' approximation error for S(x). Dashed curve corresponds to the wavelet case.

[4]. Methods for Computing Connection Coefficients.
In wavelet applications, one often must represent operators in terms of wavelets [12].

An example of such an application is the Galerkin solution of differential equations. The
formulation of solutions will require integrations of the form

(do) (di) (d)
J,ko J,kI'" P,k.

where p() = d. This expression is an n-term connection coefficient and is denoted by

A "1 ,k2 ,... ,k Since p cannot be represented in close form for N > 2 and, by construction,
has limited regularity, analytic calculation of the integral is impossible, and numerical
quadrature is often inaccurate. An alternative approach developed by Latto, Resnikoff,
and Tenenbaum [7] circumvents some of the difficulty by exploiting the scaling relation
and the moment condition to reduce the calculation to an eigenvector problem. Their
method is designed for nonperiodic compactly supported wavelets. However, by invoking
an extension of the earlier result regarding the equivalence of periodized and nonperiodized

wavelets, one may infer that for j > log2 ((N - 1)n), the periodized case yields the same
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result as the nonperiodized case. Here we follow the procedure outlined in [7]. The 2-tuple
case will be shown in detail; it is a simple exercise to extend the method to the n-tuple
situation. Several tabulated connection coefficients are included in the appendix.

First, integration by parts is performed repeatedly on the above integral to obtain

Adid2- _ld1AO d2+dl
k (Ak2 kl,k2+'

where the compact support of the wavelets has been invoked. By changing variables, we

further reduce the equations to

AO ,dAOd A -d where d = d, + d24 k,k 2
4 O,k 2 -k 1 ='k2 -k 1 ,wi rL-i-2

From these relations it is clear that any 2-tuple can be represented by a A.

To construct the eigenvector problem, fix d, then solve for {A}o<k<2, by creating a

system of 2 homogeneous relations in Ad and enough inhomogeneous equations to reduce
the dimension of the associated eigenspace to 1. Although we are using the connection-

coefficient method for the nonperiodized case, we are computing them for the periodic case
(by equivalence), which is where the bounds on k come into play.

4.1 Formation of Homogeneous Relations.

Fix d, j E N, such that Vd) is well defined. To simplify notation, denote J(d - #. In
[7] it is suggested, without proof, that this method also holds for the first d for which 4 d

is discontinuous. For low-order differential equations, however, D6 or D8 wavelets should

provide sufficient regularity. Since for every 0 < k < 2J,

d I N -1 N -1(D=1 pO(x)pd(x)dx = J(Z hm'4m(2x))( Nh-di+d(2x)zkhl1+2k(2x))2d()
M=0 1=0

= 2d Z Z hmhi [42..m(2)+ 2 k(2X)d(2X)

mI

= 2d Z Z hmhi J ( $@)+ 2k-m(()d
mli

N-i N-i

thus, Ad = 2d Z Z hmhlA + 2k-m
m=0 1=0

In the above discussion, the integration is over the real line and has been omitted to
simplify notation.

This linear homogeneous system can be represented as

AAd = 2-d A,

where Ad = { A}o<k< 2 ,. It is worth noting here that if one needs to compute an n-tuple

connection coefficient for j <log2 ((N - 1)n), then the periodic scaling relation can be used

to resolve each Pj,k into the sum of Pg,k's with j' > log2((N - 1)n). Thus, the reduction
to the nonperiodic case is a universally applicable method.
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4.2 Generating Inhomogeneous Relations.
To generate the inhomogeneous equations, we must first assume d < M - 1. The

moment condition then guarantees that

x d Z -d

lEZ

where M = (xdcpo,i). Setting x = 2( and defining Md - (Xd,4i), we have

- 2d d j (d, 4)= 2di Mk~

This gives the relation
(= Z Mf i(c)

lEZ

which, when differentiated d times, yields

d!= Z M=().
IEZ

Multiplying by 4 and integrating, we obtain

ZM1 J0 ) ()d( = d!fJ po(()dC = d!2#.
lEZ

Thus E,A 1 jA = d!24. The sum over I is actually over III N - 2 since the p's are
compactly supported. Thus, by changing the indices of summation by m = 1+1+(N - 2),
the inhomogeneous equations are

2N-3

AMMm-1-(N- 2 ))
m=1

with Mr = 2 j f.

The linear system formed by the 2 homogeneous equations and the above inhomogeneous
equations has eigenspace dimension equal to 1. Thus, all that remains to specify the system
is to calculate Air:

kf = xd V(x - l)dx = J(y+n)kp(y)dy
= yi(k)ik-p(y)dy

j=0

j=0
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Since AlO = lis a previously stated property of the p, the above relation is used to evaluate
recursively MId for all 1.

The linear system is now explicitly stated and guarantees exact values of Ad. Note
that while the scaling relation, which is used to generate the homogeneous relations, exists
for periodized wavelets, currently nothing is analogous to the moment condition which
may be used to generate the necessary inhomogeneous equations. One possible approach
is to use the scaling equation linked with the fact that V = {constant functions} for
j ; 0 to find additional inhomogeneous relations. However, problems arise with relating
f j+i,odx to f w,,odx, since dilation does not commute with periodization. While this
method could probably be worked out, the periodic case can always be reduced to an
equivalent nonperiodic case for which the method is already well defined. Thus, to compute
an n-term connection coefficient for periodized wavelets, one need only resolve the terms
into V,, for some j ;> log2(N - 1)n and apply the above method. This approach takes full
advantage of the equivalence of periodic and nonperiodic scaling functions and circumvents
the need for a connection coefficient method particular to periodized wavelets.
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APPENDIX

Tables of Connection Coefficients.

Connection coefficients: 2-tuples for p=O, N=6.

AO'"= - 3.4246575342471D - 04

A"' = - 1.4611872146119D - 02

A 'I= + 0.14520547945205

A0' = - 0.74520547945205

A01' = - 3.2049276679778D - 15

A0'1 = + 0.74520547945206

A"' = - 0.14520547945205

AO'"= + 1.4611872146119D - 02

A0'1 = + 3.4246575342476D - 04

residual = 1.9680979936043D-16
for the least-squares solution of the overdetermined system.

A"'1 = + 5.3571428571412D - 03

A"' = + 0.11428571428572

A"' = - 0.87619047619048

A"' = + 3.3904761904762

A"' = - 5.2678571428572

A"' = + 3.3904761904762

A",'= - 0.87619047619048

A"' = + 0.11428571428571

A"' = + 5.3571428571430D - 03

residual = 1.1362438767648D-16
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A1' 0 = + 5.3571428571412D - 03

,A'= + 0.11428571428572

,A '0= - 0.87619047619048

,A',0= + 3.3904761904762

A ',0= - 5.2678571428572

6 ',0= + 3.3904761904762

7 '10= - 0.87619047619048

A ',0= + 0.11428571428571

9 ',0= + 5.3571428571430D - 03

residual = 1.1362438767648D-16

Tables of two-tuples and three-tuples shall be available as ascii files. Requests for connec-
tion coefficients tables should be made after August 1994. Send mail to wavelets@mcs.anl.gov.
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